
SHORT (121 words): Jill Young, an Expert EOS® Implementer, speaker, and author, specializes in guiding 

business owners to create vision, experience traction, and form unified teams. She has a BS in 

Psychology and an MBA and has held leadership positions in a variety of fields. Before becoming a full-

time EOS Implementer™ in 2014, Jill was the president of a forward-thinking CPA firm, where she 

advised and guided clients using the EOS Tools. Over the last six years, Jill has implemented EOS with 

over 80 companies in over 750 Sessions and continues to coach entrepreneurs who are on a journey to 

become their best. She now acts as Head Coach for EOS Worldwide® and has written three successful 

books as part of The Advantage Series.  

 

LONG (254 words): Jill Young, an entrepreneur, speaker, Expert EOS® Implementer, and Head Coach for 

EOS Worldwide®, specializes in guiding business owners to create vision, experience traction, and form 

unified teams. Growing up in an entrepreneurial family, Jill learned the advantages of having a clear 

vision and doing what you say you’ll do from an early age. She witnessed and participated in the 

struggles and successes of the family business, and those experiences helped her become the dynamic 

and approachable leader she is today. After earning a BS in Psychology and an MBA, Jill held leadership 

positions in the industries of HR, For-Profit Education, and Professional Training. Before becoming an 

EOS Implementer™ full-time, she was the president of a forward-thinking, business solutions-based CPA 

firm. Her role was to advise and guide business owners using the EOS Tools. As an Expert EOS 

Implementer™ since 2014, Jill has had the honor of implementing EOS with over 80 companies in over 

750 Sessions and continues to coach AWESOME entrepreneurs in Texas who are on a journey to become 

their BEST! Jill is the founder of TractionFirst and the author of three books: The Earning Advantage, 

which teaches employees of entrepreneurial companies that they must provide more value in order to 

get paid more; The Courage Advantage, which teaches entrepreneurs courage mindsets that enable 

them to thrive by working in courage rather than fear; and The Thinking Advantage, designed to 

empower entrepreneurial leaders to teach their teams to think deeper, more creatively, and more 

effectively for the good of the company. 


